
RAPID Next Generation Radio
RAPID is the next generation of instant, high-speed, and secure two-way radio 
communications for voice and data. Designed and built on a revolutionary all-
Australian secure protocol, Intelligent Radio Protocol (IRP®) to ensure true one-
to-many communication performance. RAPID out performs traditional DMR/LMR 
communication by enabling customers to transmit and receive secure two-way 
communication through public cellular networks (Telstra, Optus, and Vodafone), 
private cellular networks, and private/public Wi-Fi networks.

Coverage
National coverage across growing                          
cellular networks 3G, 4G, and 5G
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Quality
True enterprise quality software,                                   
devices and voice transmission

Security
Highest level of security features                                        
and protocols

Cost & Efficiency
Reduced infrastructure costs and                            
ease of deployment

Australian developed Intelligent Radio Protocol (IRP®), is a high-speed, 
two-way radio communications protocol designed to address the many 
challenges found in traditional land mobile solutions.

“The Brains” of RAPID

KEY BENEFITS OF RAPIDRAPID COMPONENTS

RAPID Client
RAPID Client is an application designed to allow 
our customers simple access to a host of features 
including the ability to transmit and receive secure               
two-way communication.

RAPID Command
RAPID Command is a management system for RAPID that 
can be installed on your computer. This management system 
provides you with accurate and timely information to ensure 
safe and efficient operation of your enterprise.

RAPID Provisioning
The heart of the command and control 
functionality, RAPID Provisioning gives the 
administrator full control over the radio system.

RAPID Compatible Devices
TR Telecom has a range of portable and mobile devices that are fully compatible with RAPID Client application. Our devices are selected based 
on stringent criteria to meet the needs of demanding communication environments. Some of our portfolio includes:


